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Anwar al-Bunni
by Simcha Katsnelson
In April 2007, Anwar al-Bunni, a top Syrian hu- Lebanon after decades of evasion reflecting its
man rights activist and attorney, was sentenced perception of that country as a natural part of
to five years imprisonment for “disseminating “Greater Syria.”3
Bunni has been detained under harsh confalse information likely to undermine the moditions and has faced torture
rale of the nation … slanderand beatings from prison
ing and insulting state instiguards.4 In 2006, the Syrian
tutions,” and “joining an inregime placed increased
ternational group without the
travel restrictions on other
government’s authorizahuman rights defenders intion.” Though his first sencluding Bunni’s brother,
tencing, it followed years of
Akram, who was prevented
constant harassment from the
from flying to Brussels to disSyrian authorities, including
cuss the human rights situathreats against family memtion in Syria. Bunni estimates
bers, smear campaigns aimed
that members of his family
at dissuading potential clients
from seeking his services, and
have spent an aggregate of
sixty years in prison.5 While
around-the-clock surveil1
lance. Instead of taking any
Bunni is currently serving his
Anwar al-Bunni
action on Bunni’s behalf, the
prison sentence, his brother,
bar association in Damascus
who also signed the Damsuspended him from numerous cases he litigated ascus declaration, was recently released along
and threatened him with disbarment.2
with two other dissidents after serving a 30Bunni’s arrest in 2006 followed the signing month prison sentence.
of the “Beirut-Damascus, Damascus-Beirut”
Bunni is a founding member of the Syrian
declaration urging the improvement of Syrian- Human Rights Association and the Freedoms
Lebanese relations. Relations between the two Center for the Defense of Journalists and Jourcountries have been strained for decades but nalism in Syria. He has denounced human rights
reached an all-time low following the assassina- violations including the use of torture and has
tion of former Lebanese prime minister Rafik al- advocated for democratic practices and reform
Hariri. The Lebanese blamed the Syrians, who in Syria.6 He also formed a center for human
responded with strenuous denials and a subseBunni, continued on page 95
quent and long-awaited withdrawal from Lebanon under heavy international pressure. In 2008,
Damascus established diplomatic relations with 1 “Call for the Release of Jailed Syrian Human Rights Law-
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ing, if only superficially, the secrets of Jewish
mysticism, but what harm has Madonna, a well
meaning though not overly educated chanteuse,
done to Judaism, or to the West, or to anything
else? There is also something schoolmarmish
about passages in which she takes the West to
task for its insufficient religious piety, gratuitously
alienating secular readers.
The World Turned Upside Down is informative but a slower read than Londonistan, perhaps
because of its broader focus, perhaps because
the author clearly did her homework: Each of the
chapters is fully footnoted with an average of
forty-five to fifty citations. These shortcomings
aside, Phillips’s book shines with her intellectual
integrity. A conservative who left the trendy leftism of her 1960s youth, she is an English Jew who
refuses to take refuge in anti-Zionism to prove
her independent credentials. For these and other
reasons, Phillips is largely an outsider in European intellectual circles.
Mark Silinsky
The author has sarcastic fun with the handful
of Hollywood celebrities who have been explor-

Bunni
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rights training funded by the European Union
and established by a Belgian nongovernmental
organization; part of his arrest and conviction
stemmed from his collaborating with an international institution. The center has since been shut
down before it could begin its activities.
Shortly after Bashar al-Assad became president of Syria in 2000, Syrians freely gathered
together in forums to engage in intense political
and social debate, known as the “Damascus
Spring,” and to demand democracy and an end
to corruption.7 The government subsequently
cracked down on these forums, and many activ-

7 The Washington Post, Jan. 19, 2006.

ists were suppressed or imprisoned. Bunni has
advocated freedom of nonviolent expression and
has spent his legal career defending those who
have faced persecution for such rights, including activists from the Damascus Spring.8 He has
also been a proponent and defender of the rights
of Kurds, the largest minority group in Syria.
In a 2008 visit to Damascus, French president Nicolas Sarkozy pleaded with his hosts for
Bunni’s immediate release to no avail. Bunni has
insisted that he did not violate the Syrian constitution and is being held solely for his opinions. “I didn’t commit any crime,” he said. “This
sentence is to shut me up and to stop the effort
to expose human rights violations in Syria.”9
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